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This thesis examines the effect of helicopter tail shape on drag
using a low speed wind tunnel at the Naval Postgraduate School. A
modification to the Aeronautical Engineering Departments' 3.5'x 5' wind
tunnel was made to update the facilities and allow this work. Major R.
Scott Mair worked simultaneously to study the effect of nose shape on
drag, a result of the 2-man requirement for wind tunnel work. The
existing external balance was replaced with an internal balance and a
variable angle-of-attack support system was constructed as well.
Quantitative data was collected with this balance, and qualitative infor-
mation was obtained by tufting the models and visualizing the airflow.
The equipment built was adequate with the exception of one component
of the balance, which will require a new balance to be built. This
single deficiency was significant enough to invalidate the output of the
balance and as a result any quantitative discussion of how a helicopter's
tail shape affects drag. Without this data the explanation of drag, using
flow visualization alone is also not practical.
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A. COORDINATION OF EFFORT
Successful and safe operation of a wind tunnel project requires at
least two people in full-time involvement, either the investigator and an
assistant/technician, or co-investigators. Inasmuch as this was an
unfunded project, there was no full-time technician available and, as a
result, a coordinated effort was conducted with the thesis project of
another Master of Science in Aeronautical Engineering student, Major
Mair [Ref. 1].
Even though a deliberate effort was made to separate the majority
of functions in the two projects, e.g., design of the test and calibra-
tion equipment - Mair and design of the models, sting support, and
balance - Sargent, when two people work closely together, much of the
output is the result of proposals and counter-proposals, and their
contributions are difficult to distinguish.
The differences, however, in the scope and outcomes of the exper-
iment dictate that the results of these efforts, no matter how great the
coordination, be presented as two separate theses.
B. BACKGROUND
Although exhaustive analyses of helicopter drag have been made,
aerodynamic modelling has not been an area of concentration at the
Naval Postgraduate School. However, determination of both qualitative
and quantitative fuselage drag parameters is an essential part of the
education process, and, in particular, is a valuable adjunct to heli-
copter design courses.
Previously, quantitative data at the Naval Postgraduate School
low-speed wind tunnels were obtained with 'external' balance systems
placed outside the tunnel and measurements were made through struts
passing through the tunnel floor to the model. Not only was this
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technique dated, none of the balance systems worked properly and in
order to make precise measurements it was necessary to borrow a
balance from the NASA Ames Research Laboratory. This not only
inhibited continuing work in this area, but in addition, the risk of loss
or damage to the NASA system was intolerable.
It was decided that an 'internal' balance that could be located
inside the model would not only provide the information required for the
project at hand, but, if designed with a universal mount, such a
balance could be used for other fixed and rotary wing models. And, if
such a balance could be constructed at low cost (this being an
unfunded project), it would provide the Department of Aeronautics with
an in-house capability that did not currently exist.
Such a balance was designed by the author, with the aid of a
Russian design [Ref. 2: pp. 412-414], constructed by the Department
of Aeronautics, and installed in the 3.5' x 5' Aerolab wind tunnel in
Building 234 at the Naval Postgraduate School.
C. QUALITATIVE DATA
Although a properly designed wind tunnel balance can provide
quantitative information as to lift, drag and moments, such information
may not be enough to fully explain what is causing these forces and
moments. A flow visualization technique that would permit a qualitative
examination of the potential fieid about the model would be a welcome
addition to a modelling process, but if this visualization process did not
produce interference forces on the model, such a qualitative examination
would be extremely worthwhile.
Such an advanced technique was available through the use of
Mini-tufting' [Ref. 3]. The nearly microscopic strands of fluorescent
monofilament line are permanently mounted on the surface of the model
and do not interfere with force measurements.
12
D. QUANTITATIVE DATA
A variable angle-of-attack sting system was designed that would
permit pitch rotation about both the center of the balance and the
center of the model. This system was mounted in the wind tunnel with
provisions for external control of the angle-of-attack. The balance and
the model were supported by this sting system.
E. GOALS
The primary purpose of this project was to produce a helicopter
wind tunnel model, balance system and instrumentation that could
provide experimental data to# be used by students in the helicopter
design classes for the development of realistic Equivalent Flat Plate area
information for several types of helicopters.
Secondary purposes established during the conduct of the project
included the development of a two-axis internal wind tunnel balance
with a universal mount and the addition of flow visualization to the
quantitative determinations.
13
II. APPROACH TO THE PROBLEM
A. MODEL DESIGN
.1 • Concept
To provide a selection of fuselage shapes for comparison,
three noses and three tails were chosen representing existing as well as
more advanced technologies in helicopter design. The author prepared
planviews (Figures A.1-A.5) from which the nose and tail sections were
made. To make comparisons of lift and drag between these nine model
combinations, and yet not introduce too many variables, the concept of
a fuselage, common to each combination was also designed by the author
and built (Figure A. 6). To this each nose and tail could be mounted,
each with the same cross-sectional shape and mounting system (Figure
2.1)
Figure 2.1 Common Fuselage with Nose and Tail Sections
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2. Shapes
By first considering one nose, and then evaluating the effect
of each of the three tails , a comparison of tail shapes could be made.
This was done for each of the noses for a total of nine model combina-
tions (Figures 2.2-2.10)
.
Figure 2.2 Attack Nose with High Tail
Figure 2.3 Attack Nose with Symmetric Tail
3. Construction
All parts of the model were constructed of aluminium and wood
with screws and bolts used as fasteners. The center fuselage is a
rigid box of metal with metal end plates and a filling of wood to form
15
Figure 2.4 Attack Nose with Low Tail
Figure 2.5 Blunt Nose with High Tail
Figure 2.6 Blunt Nose with Symmetric Tail
16
Figure 2.7 Blunt Nose with Low Tail
Figure 2.8 Smooth Nose with High Tail
Figure 2.9 Smooth Nose with Symmetric Tail
17
Figure 2.10 Smooth Nose with Low Tail
the skin. Three bars of metal run the length of each side of the
common fuselage to form a screw-in mounting for landing gear, wing
stores supports, etc., for future expansion. The noses and tails are
wood, for the most part, and have metal end plates for a uniform
joining surface.




Figure 2.11 shows the wind tunnel used in the Aeronautical
Engineering Department. The external balance used previously (Figure
2.12) was dismantled and the floor of the test section replaced for the
sting support system (Figure 2.13). This was designed by the author,
a planview of which is included in Figure A. 7 This support to which
the balance is mounted, fixes the center of the balance in space (and
therefore the pitching axis of the model) and allows for an angle of
attack change of + 10 to -12 degrees.
2. Test Section Environment
Tests were made for cross-sectional wind tunnel velocity and
angularity at the location of the model in the tunnel. A cross-sectional














































AEROLAB 3 COMPONENT BEAM BALANCE
Figure 2.12 Preexisting External Balance
This distribution was made by running a pitot static probe across the
tunnel from each of the eight tunnel walls, creating a 'spider web', that
effectively mapped the cross-sectional area. Measuring the angularity,
or twist, of the flow was done by attaching a yaw probe to the trav-
ersing system used for measuring velocity. This gave a map (Figure
2.14) of the angularity as viewed from upwind looking into the test
section for dynamic pressures of 20, 30, and 40 psf. The tunnel
initially had two counter-rotating sets of blades, eliminating most of the
twist in the flow, but one set had been previously damaged and could
not be repaired. This produced a flow with more angularity then
desired. Twist was severe at the tunnel walls, but was moderate in the
vicinity of the model location. Because only trends were being
compared, and each model was affected similarly, the effects of angu-
larity were not corrected. A further reason for neglecting the influ-
ence of this flow was that planar surfaces such as wings or tails that
would have been noticeably affected were not used.
20
Figure 2.13 Sting Support Mounted in Test Section
C. BALANCE DESIGN
1 . Concept
Initially a balance was desired that would measure all forces
and moments that the model could experience. The difficulties in fabri-
cating one with this capability, on the other hand, were numerous and
would have required more time than was available. The design for a
three-component balance was taken from one designed for use with small
caliber projectiles, but modified, in that a 25 pound model had to be
supported [Ref. 2: pp. 412-414]. This design gave lift, drag, and
pitching moment, of which only the normal and axial(for lift and drag)
channels were used. Figure 2.15 depicts the design of the balance as
well as how each component works. The normal and axial components
consist of elastic parallelograms that distort slightly, producing localized
tension and compression in the webs.
21
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Figure 2.15 Balance Design with Component Description
Strain gages applied to these locations measured the elastic deformation
that resulted, and hence the amount of force applied [Ref. 4: pp.
364-370]. The pitching moment component was of cantilever design with
a positive pitching moment producing compression in the top surface
and tension in the bottom.
Each component had four gages wired into a Wheatstone bridge
which could be balanced (zeroed) once the weight of each model was
applied [Ref. 4: pp. 110-111].
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2. Calibration
The balance was calibrated to identify any interaction between
normal and axial loading. A calibration rig consisted of the common
fuselage and balance mounted on the sting at zero angle of
attack(AOA) . Using pinned fittings shown in Figure 2.18, the axial
and normal components could be loaded independently. The wheatstone
bridge for each component was balanced (zeroed) once the rig was in
place. Weights from 0-20 pounds were placed on the pans, one pound
at a time, producing a 20x20 matrix of 'raw' normal counts and one of
axial counts (Figure A. 8). Some interaction was present, as seen in
Figure 2.16, where the degree of error can be seen as peaks (above
expected readings) and valleys (below). A flat surface would indicate
no interaction. The interaction surfaces are somewhat deceiving in that
small errors at low loading conditions produced relatively large errors
(peaks and valleys). A computer program was used to correct the
actual data collected for interaction error, reducing its effect consider-
ably (Figure 2.17 depicts the flow chart used).
3. Instrumentation
Figure 2.19 depicts a block diagram of the instrumentation
used. The signal from each channel was split, allowing a raw reading
and a conditioned reading. It was found that the movement of the
model produced enough noise to cause the raw reading to be unreadable
during normal operation.
A low pass filter, shown conceptually in Figure 2.20, was used to elimi-
nate all frequencies above .5 hertz [Ref. 4: pp. 129-130]. This value
was determined experimentally by plucking the nose of the model to
introduce noise and varying the low cutoff frequency. At .5 hertz
enough of the higher frequency vibrations had been eliminated to cause
the conditioned signal to be readable. Lowering the cutoff frequency
any further increased the settling time of the readout to where it









































Figure 2.16 Visualization of Balance Interaction
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Figure 2.17 Flow Chart for Data Correction
Due to Balance Interaction
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Figure 2.18 Calibration Rig for
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Figure 2.19 Electrical Instrumentation
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Gain
Figure 2.20 Principle of Low-Pass Filter
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III. SOLUTION TO THE PROBLEM
A. DATA COLLECTION
To restrict the volume of information to be collected to a reason-
able amount, the number of variables was limited. Four tunnel speeds
were chosen for Q's of 10, 30, 50, and 70 psf, as were ten angles of
attack, from + 8 to -10 degrees, in 2 degree increments. Data was
collected from digital readouts by hand, requiring 80 readings per
model, a manageable number.
To standardize data collection a checklist was used prior to the
testing of each model (Figure A. 10). The balance and electrical equip-
ment were calibrated before each data run (within 20 minutes) and
afterwards with the zeroed readings drifting slightly if this time was
exceeded. Figure A. 8 contains a listing of the 9 data files, each
reading taken in raw counts of normal and axial force (not corrected
for balance interaction or the weight of the model).
B. DATA REDUCTION
Circuit boards used to provide an excitation voltage for each of
the Wheatstone bridges (one per channel), and to amplify their output,
were adequate, but only after many boards had been checked and
discarded as faulty. The use of two digital voltmeters as displays,
with one per channel, was good in that the decimal point could be
varied to match the bridge outputs. The number of significant digits
in the output was not initially known, but by varying the amplification
for each channel, until noise prevented any further amplification, the
decimal point was fixed and noisy digits were truncated. The number
of significant digits that were readable (three) eventually became the
number of digits in the 'counts' readout (where 10 pounds became 100
counts) .
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A FORTRAN program was written by Major Mair to convert the raw
counts of normal and axial force to pounds of lift and drag(Figure
A. 9). From this the coefficients of lift and drag, and the equivalent
flat plate area were calculated(Figure A. 11). To determine these
values, the raw counts were first corrected for balance interaction,
then the weight of the model(as a function of AOA), was removed. The
remaining counts were then converted to counts of lift and drag, used
directly to solve for the required coefficients. To add a visual meaning
to this data several parameters were plotted against one another.
C. GRAPHICAL ANALYSIS
Plotting all of the available parameters, for each of the given
airspeeds, would produce too many curves. The following comparisons
were made at Q's of 30 and 70 psf (Figures B.1-B.3).
1 . Cd versus AOA
2. Cd versus CI
3. Cd versus CI squared
D. FLOW VISUALIZATION
The explanation of what causes lift and drag is not easily
explained by numerical or a graphical interpretation. Instead, other
techniques are required that augment the quantitative data, and in this
situation tufting was used. Mini-tufting' the model was the desired
method, but a strobe, possibly inadequate for the conditions of photog-
raphy, prevented an extended trial an error development of the tech-
nique [Ref. S-mini]
. Instead, cotton tufting was used under floodlamp
illumination to produce the desired results. Pictures were taken of
sideviews of the model for AOA's of + 8, 0, and -10 degrees for Q's of
30 and 70. This produced 54 pictures which were augmented with
frontal and rear views as deemed necessary to explain the flow (Figures
C.1-C.9). The film used was Tri-X by Kodak (ASA 400), pushed to
1200 and developed into contact prints. From these prints, the desired
exposures were chosen and developed into useable full size prints and
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halftones. The lens used were a 28-S0mm macro-zoom for the side
views and a Nikon 50mm for the front and rear views. The exposures




The experimental hardware developed during the course of this
thesis produced good results with some adjustments required for further
testing. The physical arrangement of the sting support system,
balance, and models all worked well and were relatively easy to work
with. The support was sufficiently stiff enough to maintain model atti-
tude under all wind tunnel conditions, and the balance, initially consid-
ered marginal in strength, was elastic enough to produce good strain
gage output without plastic deformation. The electrical instrumentation
was adequate in that only two channels, axial and normal required
signal conditioning. Had more channels been necessary, conditioning
would have been a problem, as a two channel conditioner was the only
one available.
The air temperature rose significantly during the course of a test
run which affected the axial reading, although temperature compensation
had been designed into each component. With one of the wind tunnel
drive fans missing, the turbulence level was higher than desired and
this raised the air temperature as much as 10 degrees in a 10 minute
run at a Q of 70 psf. This rise was not as significant for the lower
Q's, with a rise of 2 or 3 degrees for the same amount of time. Data
collection was limited to runs of 10 minutes or less for a Q of 70 psf.
Blockage was not considered a factor requiring correction for two
reasons. Initially, the total blocking factor was estimated to be 0.00833,
a product of the model frontal area (64 sq. in.) divided by tunnel
cross-sectional area (1920 sq. in.) times 1/4 [Ref. 5: p. 9-4]. As each
model was similar in cross-section and differed only slightly for the
small AOA's considered, it was felt a correction was not necessary. Also
an initial test of the change in airspeed due to a change in AOA from
to + 8 degrees, e.g., was found to be very small, on the order of 3%.
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This was measured with a Pitot tube mounted at the cross-sectional
location of the model, 6 inches from the tunnel wall.
The output of the balance was considered to be unacceptable in
that the drag should have been relatively high for +8 and -10 degrees
and low for AOA's near zero. This was not the case, which was
attributed to the asymmetrical design of the axial component which
produced an unpredictable output. At any AOA other than zero
degrees, the balance is influenced by nonlinear strains that produce
nonlinear readings. The typical 'bucket', found on graphs of Cd versus
AOA was not present (Figure B.I) indicating incorrect results.
B. QUALITATIVE
The flow visualization technique of cotton tufting was adequate to
distinguish a difference in flows between various model combinations,
but not between different Q's (30 and 70) for a particular model. This
can be attributed to the insensitivity of the relatively heavy tufting
material and the tape used to secure it. The boundary layer was influ-
enced enough by the material to produce a turbulent boundary layer
farther towards the nose than would have otherwise occurred. This
influence was strong enough to eliminate the subtle differences that
would have been present for the narrow band of Reynolds numbers that
were tested. For a given model there was no difference distinguishing
the tufted photographs for two different airspeeds, as one would expect.
For this reason only one set of photographs, covering both Q's was
included(Figures C.1-C.9).
The concept of Mini-tufting was tested to determine whether or not
the existing strobe was powerful enough to illuminate the model. Figure
A. 12 depicts the layout used to photograph a Mini-tufted airfoil,
mounted in place of the model and also gives a listing of the filters
used [Ref. 6: p. 16]. The strobe, a General Radio electronic strobo-
scope, type 1540-P3, was only capable of 10 Joule bursts where 500
joules were required. It was felt that the higher flash rates this strobe
is capable of would provide enough light over the 1/30th second
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exposure needed to 'freeze' the tufts. A roll of Tri-X film was pushed
to 1200 ASA and exposed at F3.5 from 1 /60th second to 10 seconds.
This was also done for F5.6 with the outcome expected to be a brack-
eting of the correct amount of light. The resulting photographs are net
included as none showed anything more than slight shadows of the
photographed airfoil.
34
V. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
A. CONCLUSIONS
The experimental apparatus designed and built to support this
thesis was adequate to recommend further research. The pitching
moment and normal component of the balance produced reliable output,
especially the normal component. The axial component, on the other
hand, was not sufficiently accurate and requires redesigning. A
possible design to produce linear strain in the axial component is
included in Figure 5.1
The tufting used was useful for visualizing the flow for a given
model, but must be improved for comparing different models. The
'Mini-tufting' technique would be excellent in that it is non-intrusive
and sensitive to small flow differences.
The graphical output was not accurate as a result of the balance
data being erroneous. The axial component proved to be consistent but
inaccurate and, as lift and drag readings are dependent upon this, the
graphs are not helpful.
The flow visualization was adequate for indicating trends between
model types, but determining nuances in the flow was found to be very
difficult. Analyzing photos of a particular model for a given AOA, at
different Q's resulted in no visible differences in the flow.
B. RECOMMENDATIONS
The following are given as recommendations to improve the accu-
racy of data and to decrease the time spent collecting data.
Recommendations are listed in order of importance with the most impor-
tant being first.
1 . Design/construct new balance. The original design was found
to be acceptable with respect to the normal and pitching
moment channel, but not the axial, due to the asymmetrical
35
design of that component. This resulted from the diameter of
the balance at the axial location being too small. If this
portion of the balance was thickened, a symmetric component
could be designed. Figure 5.1 contains a possible design for
such a balance with the inclusion of a yawing moment channel.
This design allows for minimum remachining of the common
fuselage. The strain gages applied to the present balance were
for aluminum, but this was considered adequate for this appli-
cation after having consulted with the strain gage manufac-
turer. The correct gages, for stainless steel, arrived too late
for use, but could be used for a new design and would only
improve the accuracy.
2. Vibration damping system. The movement of the model in the
tunnel was sufficient enough to cause a requirement for signal
conditioning. This movement was most likely a result of the
stiffness of the sting support in the pitching and yawing
planes, and possibly a result of the turbulence present in the
test section. A system to damp this vibration would perhaps
delete the requirement for signal conditioning. Figures 5.2 and
5.3 contain possible designs for such a vibration damping
mechanism.
3. Strobe for Mini-tufting . An effort was made to use an existing
low-powered electronic strobe to illuminate the models for
photographing with Mini-tufts. The strobe was inadequate, but
one powerful enough is available and would be a great improve-
ment over the technique of flow visualization that was used.
Reference Stufts describes the correct strobe, use of equip-
ment, and gives ordering information.
4. Thrust bearings for drive gear. At times the current required
to drive the sting was excessive requiring a change in the
testing procedure to prevent the motor from overheating. The
fact that thrust washers were used in the drive mechanism,
instead of thrust bearings, is a likely cause of the increase in




















Figure 5.1 Proposed 4-Channel Balance Design
installing thrust bearings would extend the life of the drive
mechanism and allow for a more powerful motor to be installed.
Drive rod replacement . To ensure that the sting support was
available for early use, the drive rod used was a common
threaded rod and not one with ACME threads. An ACME
thread, where 90 degree thread faces, not angled faces are
present, reduces the amount of friction as well as the torque
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Figure 5.2 Vibration Damping System, 1st Design
required to drive the rod. The drive rod should be replaced
to lower friction in the drive train.
Drive motor. The AOA drive motor was found to be toe weak to
drive the sting for prolonged periods without overheating. A
capacitive start, 1/3 horsepower, reversing motor would
increase the rate of AOA change, reducing the amount of time
lost between data points and ensuring a longer life for the
drive system.
AOA limit switches . No provisions were made to prevent the
drive mechanism from jamming the sting support in the full up
or full down position. This in fact did occur, but fortunately
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Figure 5.3 Vibration Damping System, 2nd Design
no damage was done. To prevent permanent damage limit
switches in the form of DC relays could be installed on the
sting support at the limit of travel.
Signal conditioning . Signal conditioning proved helpful for the
axial and normal channels and would most likely help for any
additional channels used in the future. The AOA readout was
readable without any conditioning, but it would have helped.
The fact that only a two channel conditioner was available
prevented any other channels from being conditioned.
Pitching moment strain gages. The strain gages for the
pitching moment component were mounted to provide for
39
temperature compensation, but in an inefficient way. If the
two gages perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the model
were reapplied parallel to this axis, the output would double
and temperature compensation would still be present.
10. Axial component strain gages. The readout of the axial compo-
nent tended to drift during initial use of the balance. This
was diagnosed as a gage that had peeled slightly, causing a
change in the balancing of the Wheatstone bridge prior to use.
Fortunately this condition was not present during testing, a
result of the peeling having stopped. To ensure consistency in
the axial component, the axial gages should be replaced.
11. Computer program. Many FORTRAN computer programs were
written and modified to produce the graphical output used in
this thesis. A more efficient approach would consolidate these
programs into one that would contain the graphics programs as
subroutines, requiring simple prompting prior to each run to
produce the desired output.
12. Wind tunnel survey. The wind tunnel used is known to have
poor test section conditions, mainly a result of the removal of
one set of drive props and a shortened diffuser section which
causes flow separation. But other problems exist as well and a
complete tunnel survey would enable cost effective repair when
funds become available. A survey would measure turbulence,
velocity, and angularity in the test section at a range of tunnel
speeds
.
13. Those following this thesis should examine the effects of tunnel
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Figure A.1 Planview of Blunt Nose
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Figure A. 2 Planview of Attack Nose
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Figure A. 3 Planview of Smooth Nose
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Figure A. 4 Planview of Symmetric Tail
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Figure A. 5 Planview of High/Low Tail
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Figure A. 6 Planview of Common Fuselage
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Figure A. 7 Planview of Sting Support System
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Figure A. 8 Raw Data Files(cont'd)
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Figure A. 8 Raw Data Files(cont'd)
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C AREAO *REA USED FOR C J-:FFIC I '"NT 'IF P'\4.G. 13
C CRHoScCTICNAL \ftcA OF FUStLAoli. SaMl. F ;. ALL
C J fODu.LS
C AREAL SRtA USED FOR C JF FFIC I :RT IF LIFT. T ., rtClTFN
C '5RFA OF FUSE LAGE- DIFFERENT FOF EACH
C ;CMHNA7ICN
C AGA \NGt c PF MTACK
C CALN, i"ACL>'- CF EALAACC DATA TFAT HAS F'.tH-.N "i-1 IKP')? ". D"
C GALA rG ALLCU Furl CUP.RK CT J. N'G CM I CA. WM .i'J tJALANCE
C 4AS CALIBRATED IT riAS CNLY LOANED I' UNF
C HR rCTICN (+ AaIALt- NCFMAI. J AND A :!IK:'. H; )
C MiiLE kAS GENERATED ASSUMING LLA5TIC
C "FCPERTIEE WCULO PrODUCt TH r " SAM?. A'.,JLl ^
C JND:R CCMPR'-5..-IV - AS lv L LL A3 TA'fJSIL F1.1F.C i
C CCN, :N £ CA CORRECTED FOR BALANCE IMFL KFLC Tl >N
C CCA
C CFN, ICHHFCTC.N FACTOR USEu TC BRING LCw ?\SZ FILTFF
C READING
C CFA IN LINE WITH KAW DmTA READING BFFC"! " YCH [)\ fA
C ILN
C CNrCA \UN'3ER CF COUNTS FROM CIGITAL READOUT rAi\». N
C = CR A FFATCULAR MODrjL *T AN AN OLA Or ATTACH
C *,\C WINC SPEED
C CCEFFLtCCEFFICICNTS OF LIFT/DRAG, n 'h'. F EF OATA POINT
C CCcFFD
C EFPA EQUIVALENT FLAT PLATE AR:":A('.U FT J
C ICNTSLt COUNTS CF NORMAL AND AXIAL FORCE CUNV,:AT;0 T<*
C ICNTSO :CLNT CF LIFT \ND CR^.G
C INTER INTERPOLATION VAR] ABLE { CU'-IMYJ USFO T n L")C. T '
C SCTUAL AXIAL I? NPf 1AL COuNT BETWEEN COU17S
C IN BALANCi IN'TFP AC TlOri TAAL:.Si/;PP AJ
C KiLfNi uCUNTERS USED IM VARJOLS LO.iPS
C J
C NT NCSE/TAIL CCMBINAT TH VJ LSLD ! r i rtIND Tu IA .L
c q :yn^ viic pp:-:ssuRr-
C KCA, SCLAT5 CCNV-'IRTED TC R~AL NUM3FRS
C RCN
CRCCA, COUNT i TF AXIAL AND NORMAL FCP.lT CfiPrCf-.A FOF
C RCCN iALANC? J NT ! : K AC F I U.-J
C RF * EY.WLDS NUMB ; P.
C XUiYl nuy^Y CCuPCINAT;-^ nv-.R^F. ITT l-N U P!.A)JC/; P-'IATA




INTEGER NTUS) ,tFN(^9 f l> , CFA ( ,^ , I ) ,Z F N ( 29 f i ) ,
*ZFAUV, I ) ,CrJ(2S 1'iil f CM .N ,«ti ) , ICAT-.L ( i ) ,<tJJ ,
*ICNTSD( 29*40) ,ACA {29 t4J) , J , K r L ,N . GO • C ^LM'u^AI,
*CALA(Hl,21),CtM2S,4U) ,CCA(^y ,<iOi
r
Figure A. 9 FORTRAN Program for Data Conversion
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U R £AL M * 1 A.U9 , 4C ) ».f: r ^ : A v'- « Y V




, L i! h
F
\-. # t t i_ 9
WW 40) ,J
P n 5 L - '1 ~* 9
CALL RSlCfcRdWT ,CFN,CFA,ZFN f
CONTINUE














W R ! Tf-
8 FORMA
V* P I Tc
FORMA
•CD










































































































CCCCCCCCC CCCC CCC CCCC
29
























































































































































KHi)*V4*i*LfiGTH ) / r .
RH0*V3*nLNGTH ) / ?
RH0*V2*PLNGTiU/P
RHL)*V1 *RLf.'bTH ) / ;
CCCCCCCCCCCCCC
T;.n DATA Fdf : RAL






















I F ( ,U
DC Zl







j is cnlc m n in calm
cmibkaTI :n !*:: n;iit,
C JLGMN c 15 LB". J°. . D
( /-B5 (f'Cr: (N,K) i/10
, K ) . L s. . - 5 . ) J = I








































= (CALA( L , J)-KC «*. ( J,
,K) = I?4T ( (CALAlLi 1)
NU =
CJRRtiCTI CM FUR MO KM
A UAL COLNT
NT { ABS ICCA(N,K)/10. )
A(\,K).lF.-5.) J = I
L = 1,hC





THAT RcLnTf.S CfJ i,
..
. i. . . ^j counts it-con -c
IN f'LivATT^)
.-.5 ) ) + J
NT { AP5(FC A(N ,K. )/lu. )-.5) + 1
;n.j .» ca(n ,k ) .GT.CA.lail*-!, J n
Kj )/ (C &LA(L, J ) -CALAIL U,J ) )
-j. ir i f*io. )-. ij) + i
\L CCLNT HAVING C.iA;-;,Cf D
-
. 5 ) +2
NT I A PS (CCA IN f K )/ 10. ) -.5) f i























CNTSJ Uif K) = { FLCATtC
*SIIMAJ (N
+ { F L C A T ( c
-COS (V (N
NTSL I i ,K) = IMC:
TSL(NfK) . 1--.0.
















































































6 . / 1 4
i 6 J . / 1
,KJ =
rK) =






X, ' • )
N
L £ • C .
4 .
<•'.
( C N T S(CMS
J )
( N , K )













c ; ( ; i , ,<
t K ) )
C :. t ' ! , ,<
,K) J
C A ( * I , K
»K) )
r; !FL ("




k) ) / (CAL'KL, JJ-C NL H1.-H
-INT ;v*lJ. )-.5 ) + l
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCt '.L^^rrA
F LIFT A JJ Df« A(j FF.J" C
'\ f- ~*
K ) ) ) /
1
6 . ) ">' : _> . 1 f\ 1 5 ';
) }- i c*-w*ns ( " A( , ,KJ ) j •-
})-( ( " JT.ir; ( ' A (N,K ) ) )-•
) j - { (w-V"1^ \s (. > i:;,k ) J )-
) J - ( ( V*
*
'.;.! N { A A l ,A , K ) ) ) *
J ) J
,
'< j - . : ) + 1























n>(n,K ) /io. )/(w(n,k ) -,.r , ....,) i
L(il»K;/10. )/(W( !,<KAi ' AL )
iCpKrif KJ , C •' (M,K)
ICNTliL (N,ts) , 1C ITS DINtK J ,
i": , KN , R" : (N f K ) t 1 »W
, 2 c 7 . -. i 1 X , ". 1J . j , 1 X r I 4 T F 8 . 2 )
^0. ),-\. K. ,-tj . JO ) r>RI f iJ-i^j)









( ' A L T C • )
( ' 5 C R H i N« )
.5,11.0)
('^C. jl jL.0>J2» 1
Si^Ll. ,7.5)
A 2D ( 5. Ci 2. 5)
SAG( ' ATTACK NU3F-$
SAG.{'G = JO p:,fj>»
)
1 1 , .5 »2 .0 )
,10 T 1.9,2.3)
Figure A. 9 FORTRAN Program for Data Conversion(cont'd)
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CALL XN^vn • $• , 100) f , KCALL YMVM' $ , 10 )
CALL XI ST AX
CALL YHTAX
CALL R A F ( -1 2 . 1 2 . ,
1
1 • f- . 5 t . 1 , .'t
)
call grig (1,1)
CALL THKCrVi .02 )
DG 101 L = 21 ,2.)
I F(L.f:G. 22) CALL CASH
IF<L. ZQ.24) CALL CCT
CALL CU^VZS{X,V,AA,CU'cFFD f L)
CALL OC ]KC:i(i>0CO)
CALL S.MCCTH
CALL CO^VFiX ,Y ,10,1)
101 CCNTI.NU:
CALL RTSEl < 'DOT' )
CALL L:N3CP10)
CCCCCCCCCCCCCXCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCuCCCCCCCCCCCrccCCi
CALL PHY SCR (2 .C,4.7)
CALL A R-? A 20 (5.0,2.5)
CALL MESSAGt • BLUM flOSr i * , 10 , .5 , 2. 0)
CALL XNiNFf V $ • , ICO
CALL YN\^H 'CO:FFICI r:M T C'F DRAGS', 100)
CALL XIn'TAX
CALL YIN TAX
CALL RF SFT i 'THKCRV )
CALL F- i F (-12 . ,2-, 12. ,-.05, .1 , .4
CALL GRlDlit 1 J
CALL TH<C-7( .02)
OC 10 2 L = 2<t ,26
IFlL.i2G.25j CALL ZA^
IFU.20.2fc) CALL CCT
CALL CURVES (X ,Y, AA,CC r:FFD,L )
CALL CU*VC (X,Y fiO ,i)
102 CONTINUE
CALL ^olTC CCT' )
CALL cNDGMO )
CCCCCCCCCCCCC2CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC( CCC^CCCCL CCCCCCCCCCn ccc
CALL PHYSCM2.C1.3)
CALL A E £A2D(5.C,2.5)
CALL MEJSAGC ' SPUJTH ri» % Sr$ ' , 1 1 , . 5 , 2.U )
CALL XN*Ke( • $'
,
100)
CALL YN**f=( ' i» , UJ)
CALL MciSAG( AT>GLS 0^ ATT ACK ( CEGS ) i' , 2 1 , 1 . J, -0. 5 )
CALL XI N TAX
CALL YIMTAX
CALL P. F 5 £ 7 { • 7 H K C =. V • )





DC 10 J L = 2 7 ,29
IFU.PG.2e) C/«LL CASH
IF(L. 2-0.29) CALL CCT
CALL LinvESIX , > , *A ,CU:FFP ,L)





CALL SH'JCH^ (90. ,1 ,0.002,1)
































































































































cccc cccc ccc ccc c c c c c : c c c c c :c c c
c
l R -" ^ .R (NT r CF.J,Or t<, ih': ,lf-.ii '•
7 12V )-,CFN{29, i ) , C"/. ( <: r;, 1 ) ,2F :(
,.U)A ( 2 * ,40) , CN (29,4 J ) ,LA 129 ,'tj
) r'T(L)
) CFN(Lil)fCFA<L f l)
) 2 fn (l , i) ,ZFA( L ,1 )
) UTMLfK) »Cil(L,K) ,Ca(L,!<) ,
X,Ii )









1j{ IX ,13,5» 1 i i ix» T it x ,u , />, u, / )
,
/,/ , 10 ( IX, T3, 5X ,1 4, 7X, 14,/ )
,
/,/ ,10 (IX, 13, 5X, l4,7x, 14,/ )















C CC CCCCCCCCC C CC CCZ CCCC. u






































) * { 180/ 3. 141 59)
)*( 180/3.14159)
)*i ldO/3.141 59 )
















































INF RDR (CALMNF ,CALAXS)
C AL'-'IZP (2 1 ,21 ) , CAL A-X S ( c .1, L 1
)
= 1,21
I 8,_0 ) (CALNCSW (N,K ) ,K= 1,21)
i ,21
IS ,00 ) (CHAX: (>J,K) ,K=1,21)
I X , 2 1 ( 7. 4 ) )
ICCCCC CCC CCCCCCC CCCC CCC CCCCCC CCC CCCuC
INF P,CR2lCAlK,CALA,H )
CALNt m 1,*:1) ,CALA(41 ,2 1) ,.i
1 19 J (f/L'\(f;,K) ,K= i,tl )
119) (C/L t Hi ,K) ,K-i,21 )
IX ,21 I 14) )
C I
.
^ u L C L C CCC'
CCCuC
Figure A. 9 FORTRAN Program for Data Conversion(cont'd)
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INTERMEDIATE CALIBRATION AND EQUIPMENT SETUP STEPS
Step No.
1. Turn on all electrical equipment for approximately
10 min.
2. Zero angle of attack reading (AOA).
3. Record model configuration.
4. Install calibration rigging.
5. Zero normal axial component reading on channel #2
amplifier.
6. Zero raw axial component reading on channel #3
amplifier.
7. Zero normal & axial signal conditioner LP
adjustment.
8. Place 10 lbs. weight under model on rigging to set
Raw normal channel to span of -.0100 counts on
voltmeter #1.
RN: -10# - -.0100
9. Check & record conditioned normal signal.
CN: .0100 approximately.
10. Place 10 lbs. weight on axial rigging to set raw
axial channel to span of +.0100 on voltmeter #2.
RN: +10# = +.0100
11. Record as counts: conditioned normal (CN).
example: -.0100 is -100 counts.
conditioned axial (CA).
example: +.0100 is 100 counts.
12. Remove calibration rigging from model.
13. Re-zero angle of attack (AOA).
14. Re-zero raw normal & raw axial channels (should
check conditioned normal & conditioned axial to
ensure close to raw readings )
.
Figure A. 10 Data Collection Checklist
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15. Use DATA RECORD provided and note nose/tail
combination number in the first line.
16. Set junction box switches to conditioned normal
(CN) and conditioned axial (CA). Both should read
-.0000".
17. Ensure all tools and loose equipment is removed
from the tunnel and doors are secure.
18. Start tunnel with model at eight degrees AOA.
19. Set Q (speed) of the tunnel. (10,30,50,70)
20. Vary AOA and record counts axial & normal
(conditioned )
.
21. Return model to zero AOA and turn off tunnel
motors
.
22. Re-zero normal & raw axial channels if necessary.
23. Check and record temperature of the tunnel. Allow
tunnel to cool to approximately the same
temperature as the start up temperature of the
tunnel
*note: axial channel is very susceptible to large
temperature variations.
24. When temperature stabilizes, prepare to continue
to next higher Q (speed).
25. Go to step #16 and continue.




NOSE/TAIL COMBINATION 1 (A TTAC^/HITH)
WEIGHT = 2 4.7 T. 3 3
0=10 3*=. i7"iPt 07









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































9 >' ^ 9
P05 PALANCE
^fl" BALANCE






90PE r o, IN onrjMDS

















































































































0=30 T7P =- 303F+97





































































































































































































































































































-19 -11ft -37-114 -U5-117 15 -0.150
C">














































































































"HP 3 AT. ,\'ICF
FOR BALANCE




OF D R AO
qt?n
597 F,0, IM D0 9MD5
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= 70 op- u6T? + o7




























































































































































AOA A rJO,T,F r ATTACH
CM 8 YA NORMAL COO^TS
CA HftN A*TAT COUNTS
CCM CV cc^FC^FO *PF 3ALA'ICE
CCA Cl COP^FCTFO F p-P PALAMCF
TL Cr 'TN T 5 OF LI^T
10 COON^S of nn.!\0
CL COEFFICIENT OF LIFT
CD COEFFICIENT OF DPAG
PF P^YNOT OS NOIOEF
DYNAMIC PPPS.80PE,O, TN "OOMDS
FFPA EQUIVALENT FLAT PLATE AT»EA(SQ
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ffOSE/TAIL CO SDITTATTON 4 (RLFIMT/RIGrn
WFIGHT = 23. ? T 93
= 10 RE=.175E+T7
AOA CM CA CCM C<7A T L ID C T CO p>??o ^
9 R 40 8 30 5 7' . 9 U 3 0. 177 . 7 a
6 3 20 3 2° 1 5 0.011 0.117 '. 4
4 23 1 23 7-0. mo 0. 163 0. 069
2 -? 10 -1 10 - 1 2-0.011 0.04U 0.0 19
-a 7 -3 7 -3 7 -0.027 0.163 0. 070
-9
-R -a -7 -3 -7 5 -0.063 0. 129 0.054
-'4
-10 -10 -9 -0 -0 9 -0 . os 1 0. 199 0.079
-6
-12 -10 -11 -17-11 a -0. 103 0.205 0.095
-9 -15 -99 -1U -29 -15 7-0.199 0. 157 0.066
10 -17 -36 -16
=
-34 -1.9 10 -0. 163
30 PF=.303F+07
0.231 0.096
AOA CM CA ccri CCA IL ID CL cn p^r>;\
8 30 q«; 30 57 2 4 23 0.0 72 0. 226 0J594
6 90 50 21 59 17 30 0.0 so 0.237 . q q
u 12 40 12 30 10 2 '4 0.0 "-o n. 193 0.07R
2 a 33 a 3 3 3 25 0.0 oq 0. 200 0.093
-a 22 -3 27 -9 2 2 -0.0 0O 0. 176 0.073
-2 -12 1'4 -11 14 -10 22 -0.031 0. 190 0.075
-a -1Q a -17 4 -16 21 -0.0 4 9 0.171 0.071
-6
-2R -<; -77 -5 -26 27 -0.079 0. 177 O.071




-2 4 -U1 2'» -0.123
50 T, F=. 30 1E>97
0. 191 0.079
AOA CM CA CCM CCA TL ID CT, CO FF^A
9 49 RO 4R 91 37 64 0.067 . 300 0. 120
6 32 7i 3U 91 27 6 0.T48 0.287 0. 120
U 19 70 21 71 17 56 O.03-) 0.26 9 0. 112
2 6 65 7 65 5 57 0.00° 0.27a 0. 114
-5 57 -'4 5 7 -4 67 -0.007 0.27 4 0.114
-2 -90 41 - 1Q 40 - 1 7 40 -0.031 . 2 3 'I 0.097
-a
-32 T n -31 30 -tr 43 - . ^ 1 0.232 0. 007
-6 -45 92 -43 2 3 -30 6 2 -0.0 7Q 0.249 0. 103
-9 -59 13 -5P 16 -63 65 -0. -IQ6 0.26 5 o.111
10 -7U -74
=
3 -60 56 -0. 124
70 "E=. 4K 3F + 07
0.270 0. 1 12
AOA CN CA CCM CCA II. 10 CT CO ppo \
R 65 1 1o 67 114 5 3 n 0. 16 3 0.309 0. 129
6 '4 3 1 n 'Hi 101 94 9 3 O.OUU 0. 29U 0. 1 19
4 TO a a *>3 9 5 17 RO 0.0 72 0.775 0. 1 15
2
~6 73 7 79 5 f> 5 o.oor, 0.999 0.093
-9 62 -7 *S2 -7 6"> -0 . 00 Q 0.213 0.090
-2 -30 4 - ?o 40 -77 ao -0. 013 0. 169 O.070
-a _fjQ 23 -49 7 a - a c ii _ . 6 9 0. 14a 0.06?
-6 _fi U 10 -63 m _ f. 5 u 3 - n . 9 3 0. 155 O.035
-R -TO -39 f - 3 4 61 -0.109 0. 173 0.072
10 - 1 99 -15- 107 -20-103 39 -0. 135 0. 135 0.056
AOA ANOLF P J\ T m \ Q *r
CN o S M V0 r "" A I "c »i "* 3
CA PAW AY T AT. CO TINTS
CCN CM CO"? pfT^o Fn F RA T . AMC I»JT r,T, ACTTr)"J
CCA CA COF" t?CTED FOR BALAMCF INTE7AC TION
IL con NTS OF LIFT
ID C09NTS OF DP AG
CI C^F FFICIFNT 0* LIFT
CO COEFFICIENT OF D^AG
rs TFT M0L piS WfBEF.
DY'M *IC DDP^<^<-rpp> r> T'J or'HMDS °
"
r SQOA
EF" A EO'JIVAL ENT FLA? PLATE AREA (SO FT )
FOOT
Figure A. 11 Data Output Files(cont'd)
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flOS""/TAIL cn^T'HTin'j s p T.UM T/SY^MET^IC)
WETORT - 21.3 L3.0
= 10 PF=. 1 75E*07
AOA CI CA CCM CCA tt. id CL CO or o \
8 3 33 3 3 5 U . 4 a O.OO'1 1' 4 1
6 4 2R a 2<i 7 ft o. 070 1.14 3 0. 060
U 1 ->-> 1 22 7 -O.000 0. 171 0.071
2 -1 13 n 11 n ft -o . in 3 0.133 O.ORS
-2 5 -1 5-15 -0.00? 0.120 0.050
_ T
-a -3 -3 -2 -1 ft -o. 1?6 0. 133 0.O66
-a -7 -0 -ft -R -ft 7 -0.054 0.176 0.073
-6 -8 -22 -7 -21 -3 2 -0.072 0.081 0.021
-o -10 -30 -q -2 n -11 2 -0.0 n 8 0.053 0.022
10 --1 1 -37 -10
=
-3ft -13 3 -0.11ft
30 RP=. 30 0E+07
0.080 0.033
AOA CM CA CCN CCA II ID CL CO T?VV\
8 24 6 25 61 18 3 4 O.OSft 0.274 o r 1 1
4
6 1ft »n 17 50 13 2 Q 0.03^ 0.234 0.0^7
a o 40 to 7 25 o . o t o 0. 107 0.012
3 30 3 30 2 23 0.00ft 0. 181 0.07R
-3 21 -2 2 1 -o 2 1 -i. 1">ft 0. 1ft3 0. 070
-7
-10 13 _Q 13 -3 21 -0.025 0. 166 6.069
-a -17 n -18 1 -14 17 -0.143 0. 135 O.Oftft




-2'i -30 -2 3 -31 11 -0.00 2 0.039 1.037
10 -'10 -34 -38
=
-33 -43 11 -0. 120
50 RP=. 3 o 1E+07
0.0R9 0.037
AO^ CM CA CCM CCA IT TO CL CO pen ^
3 a 7 03 U7 °0 3ft ft^ O.OftS '0.317 0.137
6 29 70 31 8 24 6 1 9 . o U 3 0.290 0.121
4 10 ft7 20 68 16 54 0.02R 0.261 0. 10<J
2 ft 58 6 58 4 61 9 . n 7 0.244 0.1O1
_
-) 4ft -1 nt\ -1 uft
_o # to7 0.221 0.0^2
-2 -15 3ft -14 35 -13 43 -0. 023 0.206 0. Oflft
-U .in 18 -"•7 M -25 35 -0.045 0. 167 .06°
-6 -an 2 -38 i _36 90 -0. Ift5 0. 140 0.050
-8
-53 _q -52 -ft -50 31 -0.0QO 0. 1U9 0.062
10
-ftS -22 -6« -24 -68 2 q -0.122
70 PE=. 46 3E+-07
0. 121 0.050
AOA C'l CA CCM CCA IL TO CL CO ci?n \
8 63 12ft ftU 127 481^5 n.061 0.360 0Tl51
ft uu nn 'IS 111 3 u a "> 0.04a 0.313 0.133
a ?7 Of 2 8 OR 2° 98 0. 173 0. ?qi 0. 121
2 10 7ft 11 75 9 6 3 0.011 0.233 0.007
-3 ft2 -2 62 -2 6° _-) # io3 0.213 . R
-2 -21 4 -20 3n - 1 q '; 7 - . Q 7 4 0.162 0.0*7
-a -U2 20 -ao 7 - 3 3 38 - I 4 9 0. 120 1. 0^4
-ft -ft 1 -ft 1 1 _sq in -0 . Q76 0. 102 1.047
_Q
-73 -a -77 _T
_7S i 1 -0 097 0. 10R . i 4 510 - 101 -20- 100 -25-100 30 -0. 123 0. 102 .041
hr> AMr,T t? n F A^TAC7
CM ? ? ' ' :jo t>", \t coomto
CA *AG ' AXT AT r-QNNTS
CCN CM COP n FC„ r, r) ?r)13 R ^j ^KfCF INTERACT
CCA CA COP*3 ECT^D ^O^ BALAMCE IMTEEAC TION
TL COTTNTS OF LIFT
10 CfVTNTS OF DRAS
CI co*:fftc t "3 f
J
t OF T T FT
CO C n 5IF^ICIEMT OF DPAO
T>F r^tmoi ns n'P 1! ?
o DYN1 A "* I
C
1
°PESS0°E,Q, TO r>o'T^08 OP n 3 00
A
EF^ A EQ0T7AL ENT FLAT PLATE \REA(SQ FT 1

























































































































































































































































n^^o HRs. 06 35+07









































































































-0 -30 -17 -28 -16 -">3 29 -0.1 Q 1 0.163


















































































A MO" I. 8






































STIFF, n, T-f POINDS
LAT ^TATF I^AJSQ FT)
SQ0A3F FOOT
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MOSE/'TAIL CO 1 3 T 'I .\ TI-OM 7 (S-'OPTH/HIGHI
3E icht = 22. I T 3S
0= 10 PT?— . 175E*07
AC A CM CA CCM CCA TL TO CL CD EF^A
fl fl 4 3 70 ft 0.042 0. 105 0.031
ft 4 34 4 34 2 10 0. 015 0.252 0. 105
a 1 2ft 1 26 10 -0.002 . o 4 4 0. 102
? _ ~> 20 -1 20 _ i 12 -O. 014 0. 230 0. 120
-ft 7 _5 7 -5 7 -0.045 0. 163 0.070
-->
-a 2 -3 o -8 10 -O. 070 0.246 0.102
-a -10 -4 -0 -3 -0 13 -0.07P 0.324 0. 135
-6 - n -13 -12 -17 -12 3 -o. 112 0.104 0.OB1
-3
-1ft -23 - 14 -->-> -15 17 -0. 132 0.233 0.110
10 -i a -32 -17 -31 -19 12 -o. 1ft3 0. 235 0. 110
0= 3 TJC = .30 3*>07
AOA CM CA ccw CCA TI , T D f*L CO P,pn^
3 15 4U 1ft 4ft 12 15 0. 03ft . 121 0.051
6 fl 3 3 3 33 ft 10 0.01"7 0.07Q 0.033
4 1 2°> 1 20 12 -0. 00 1 o . 097 0.041
2 _T 10 -1 13 -1 10 -0.00 4 0.0O0 0.033
7 _ "7 7 -7 7 -0 . 1 0. 0ft6 0. 0~>T
_ T
-1ft -•? - 14 _T -14 ft -0.047 0.051 0.021
-5 -10 -12 -13 -11 -13 ft -o . oftc; 0. 04O 0.02O
-ft -25 - 2P -23 -21 -24 5 -0.071 0.042 0.013
-3 -30 -fl7 -?Q -37 -31 4 -0. 00 3 0. 01? O.013
10 -37 -4 3 -36 -45 -40 1 -0. 110 0.011 0.005
= 50 nn- .30 1S + 0"7
AG A CM CA cry CCA ' TI ID CT, en P"T?0 ^
8 (12 07 42 04 3 1 67 0.056 0.323 oTios
6 27 73 30 2 9 So 0. 030 0.232 0. 1 13
4 13 70 14 70 10 55 0.017 0.2ft 4 0.110
2 1 ft3 1 53 -1 5ft -o. 002 0.26 4 0. 1 1"
-13 45 -12 4^ - 17 45 -0. 072 0.216 0.0O0
-7 -?£ 35 -75 Tft -24 4 4 -o. 04 3 0.210 O. O^fl
-a -4 1 17 -30 13 -07 37 -0.067 0. 175 0.073
-ft -56 1 -55 £ -53 35 -o. 005 0.170 0.071
-3 -70
-fl -ftQ - 11 -ftp 30 -0. 122 0. 14ft 0.061
•10 -32 — 2 n -31 -23 -30 31 -0.145 0. 148 o.oft2
r> = 7 O P;:. U63E*07
3.0 3, CM CA CCM CCA TT . TO CI CO 5F?\
8 ft5 1 iu £fl 1 10 ft7> QC o . ft fl 0. 3?ft 0. 136
6 3<"> no 30 ^1 3 1 71 0. 03° O.043 0. 101
'4 20 80 ?T 81 17 6ft "!?-» 0.223 oo«;
53 1 ft 3 -1 50 -0.001 0. 17? O.077
-on 45 -00 4ft -20 46 -o . tt»; 0. 153 O.Oftft
_2 -40 25 -3n 25 -33 34 -0*. 04° 0. 110 O.040
-5
-ftO 5 -53 -ft? 20 -O. T70 O.ioo n # 4 7
-6 -34 -12 -33 -1ft -03 17 -0. 107 0.057 0.074
_q _ 106 -00- 104 -7ft- 104 2^ -0. 1 34 0. 070 0. 009
-10 - 125 -37- 127 -4 ft- 130 16 -0. 167 0.056 0.023
ADA AMITE np ATTAC'
CM ft A fl MO'7 "1\L Cn rT MT"5
CA PA'.J KtlAI COHMTS'
CCM CM COF^EC^D FOP 3AI A
CCA CA COPP^C^FD "OR BALA
TT. COTJMT5 0^ T T r" rp
TO COO NTS OF D^AC
CL COEFFTCIFMT CiP L T F'T'
CO COEFFICIENT OF O^AO
p-p R^WOL^S Nn*l3E?"
D V MA "iir "PFSSHP F, 0, 1
EF?A EOrTTVALEMT FLAT PI ATI!
MCE TNT"?AC7TOM
MCE IM7FPACTI0M
dp O N 00 n E D
A PEA (SQ FT)
50OA°E ^OOT
























































































































































































-10 -49 -39 -48 -40 -51 5 -0.153
AOA
= 50 pp— 3 g 1 1?
















































































































































































































































































































































t »j on 't 'j os ^EP
'E 5^EA'(50 PT)
EOOA^E FOOT
Figure A. 11 Data Output Files(cont'd)
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^03F/TAIL CO r< 8 IM a Tins' 9 (9-<00 mn/L07)
W^T^fTT = 2 2.7 L33
n=10 RE = .
1
75E+07
\0\ CM CA CCJI CCA II m CL CD wr>\
8 12 7 12 01 8 11 0.0"'5 0.256 . 1 7
6 9 7Q Q 2^ 7 * 0. '1 6 0. 105 0.069
4 5 20 5 2 'i 0.33 7 0.107 0.0 05
2 -> 7 2 7 2-1 0.0 17 -0.021 -0. 0O9
2 1 2 1 2 0.009 0.009 0.020
-2 -9 -7 -1 -8 -1 2 -O.D10 0.OO7 0. 079
-a -5 -19 -3 -13 -a -2 -0.033 -0.006 -0.010
-<s -6 -2 -5-2 3 -S 1-0.155 0.030 0. 01a
-8 -7 -18 -^ -17 -a -'i -0.080 -0. 100 -0.002
10 -0 _45 _8 _aa -12 -2 -9.109
n= 3 n PF=. 1033+07
-0.06 -0.925
AOA CN CA COM CCA TL TD CL CD 7FTA
8 38 50 38 52 3 1 ^s 0.19a 0.23 1 0. 1 17
6 70 52 70 ^6 ^0 3a 0.173 0.272 0. 113
a 5o un 5 o m 13 25 n .i5 3 0. 7ia 0. 995
2 10 2° 10 20 9 21 0.02 7 0.171 0.071
!1 13 a 13 ai^ \T17 0. 100 0. 060
-->
-9 2-1 2-1 10 -0.002 0.0P0 0.033
-a -12 -12 -11 -11 -11 5 -n.i.m 0.0O5 . 1 a
-6
-21 -22 -1° -21 -20 5 -0.050 0.039 0.016
-8
-in --J3 -79 -77 _3i u _o 0-33 0.032 0.113





AOA CM Cl CC rT CCA IT ID CL CD FF^A
8 5 3 93 Ro 35 u a * "> 0.033 0.2°6 0.120
6 'i'i 77 a5 79 3P 6^ l.">60 0. 288 l. 1 1 n
4 27 63 27 60 23 50 . 0a
1
0.239 0. 100
2 10 50 1U 6 ^ 17 9 . ? 2 0. 223 0. "'95
1 30 1 39 1 31 0.002 0. 182 0.076
-7
-13 2«; -1-7 ?*, -11 31 - n •?
9
0. 186 0. 089
-a -?o 1q .op 1R -25 36 -0.007 0. 177 0.072
-* -0 9 7 - a 1 a -30 37 -o.T7i 0.15" . 6
-8 -57 -12 -55 -10 -6a 26 -9.099 0. 122 0.05110 -72 -28 -72 -31 -73 21 - n . 131
n =7n pt=!=.0 6 3E>o-7
0. 103 0.003
AOA CN CA CCLI CCA T T ID CL CD PfOl
8 83 10° 87 1 15 72 9 "1.10 3 0.320 0.135
6 £,~> qn 53 9 7 5a 75 0.170 0.2^3 0. 103
a tin 8 i 8 7 36 6 9 . 9 a 5 0.23 6 0. 099
2 19 50 20 5 5 13 09 0.02 1 0.160 0.083
35 1 36 1 35 0.^01 0. 1?i 0.0 50
-9 -?1 20 -2 n 20 -1° 2 n -0.096 0.009 O.001
-0 -0? *" 9 - a 1 -39 2^ -1.051 0.0 67 0.178
_£
-a a -71 -AU - -» - fi 5 a -0.^93 n 7 0.012
-8 -^ a _li?
_8!l -a 9 -9 9 -0 -0.113 - "> . 1 -0.00610 - 105 -b5-10O -71-111-12 -0.103 -0.00 3 -0.018
AOA. v'o T z ^ > i"r .nc ,?
CN HArt*" NO*.1 AT, "CC'UTTS
ca "A7 AYTAL COMMTS
CCN CN COpp^CTED POP 9ALANCE TMTP AOTO M
CCA CA COPPEC^;?") ^np BAT.ANCE TNTEPACTIOM
TL CO'TN^E OF LIFT
ID codnts op d^a^
CL COEFFICIENT OF T.TFT
CD CO^F pTCIPH'T, 17 DRAG
pe FEYMOLDS MO ,19E'>
DYNAMIC tpESS'TP^O, IN nnrTMDS °^ n SODA^E
FFP A EQUIVALENT FLAT PLATE AFF\(5Q FT )
FOO'
Figure A. 11 Data Output Files(cont'd)
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CO Q = 70 PSF


























o w L |
-12 -10 -8-6-4-2 2 4 fl 8 10 12
ANGLE OF ATTACK(DEGS)





Figure B.2 Cd Versus CI
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0.10 -0.05 0.00 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.30
0.10 -0.05 0.00 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.30
o

















•0.10 -0.05 0.00 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.30
COEFFICIENT OF LIFT SQUARED




Figure C.I Attack Nose/ High Tail
79
mFigure C.2 Attack Nose/ Symmetric Tail
SO
Figure C.3 Attack Nose/ Low Tail
Figure C.4 Blunt Nose/ High Tail
32
Figure C.5 Blunt Nose/ Symmetric Tail
33
Figure C.6 Blunt Nose/ Low Tail
34
Figure C.7 Smooth Nose/ High Tail
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Figure C.8 Smooth Nose/ Symmetric Tail
86
Figure C.9 Smooth Nose/ Low Tail
87
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